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Abstract. A class of bisequences on n symbols is constructed which

includes the generalized Morse sequences introduced by Keane. Those

which give rise to strictly ergodic sets are characterized, and the spectrum of

the shift operator on these systems is investigated. It is shown that in certain

cases the shift operator has partly discrete and partly continuous spectrum.

The theorems generalize results of Keane on generalized Morse sequences

and a theorem of Kakutani regarding a particular strictly transitive sequence

on four symbols. Another special case yields information on the spectrum of

certain substitution minimal sets.

Introduction. One of the most important sources of examples of interesting

minimal sets has been symbolic dynamics; often, by using a finite number of

symbols to construct infinite sequences with certain combinatorial properties,

one can generate symbolic minimal sets which have desired dynamical and

ergodic properties and which shed light on more general dynamical systems.

A particularly fruitful example is the Morse sequence

x = 0110100110010110... .

This was introduced by Morse and independently by Thue, and its properties

are fairly well known [3], [4], [8], [9]. It has served as a prototype for a number

of other constructions, including substitution sequences [1], [2], [7], [10] and a

class of sequences on two symbols, introduced by Keane [5], called gener-

alized Morse sequences.

In [5], Keane suggests extending his construction to more than two symbols

and poses the problem of carrying out an analysis of the more general

systems with regard to strict ergodicity and the spectrum of the shift operator.

In [11], one such construction is described, and some of the topological

properties of the resulting minimal sets are discussed. In this paper we

consider a slightly less general construction than that in [11], one which yields

systems which are more amenable to measure-theoretic analysis.

The first main result (Theorem 4) is a characterization of those generalized
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Morse sequences w on n symbols which yield strictly ergodic sets. Secondly, if

(ß,r) is the minimal set arising from such a sequence w, it will be shown

(Theorem 14) that in certain cases, the space of square-integrable functions

on ß may be decomposed into the direct sum of two invariant subspaces r0

and T, on which the shift operator has discrete and continuous spectrum,

respectively. Some of the supporting lemmas carry over from [5] to the more

general case with only minor changes, while others require more detailed

investigation. The principal ingredient in the proofs of these theorems is a

lemma (Lemma 2) concerning convergence of certain sequences of successive

convolutions on a finite Abelian group. Using this result, we are able to give a

somewhat more unified answer to these two questions. Thus the paper

generalizes, and in some respects clarifies, the results of [5].

In several other special cases the construction leads to sequences which

have been studied previously. One case allows us to derive a result of

Kakutani [4] concerning a sequence of four symbols which can be generated

by considering, for each k, the last nonzero digit in the decimal expansion of

k\. Another special case yields a class of substitution minimal sets; our results

enable us to describe the spectrum of certain of these sets, and thus to

generalize a portion of [1].

The first section of the paper describes the construction and gives some of

the necessary preliminaries from symbolic dynamics. For a more complete

reference, the reader is referred to [3] or [5].

1. Construction and preliminaries. Let n be an integer greater than 1, and let

G be an (additive) Abelian group of order n. We shall consider sequences on

n symbols, where for convenience the symbol set is taken to be G. For k > 1,

Bk will denote the set of ¿-blocks over (7-that is, blocks of the form

A = A(0)A(l) • •• A(k - 1), where each A(i) is an element of G. X will

denote the set of sequences over G (functions from the nonnegative integers

to G) and ß the set of bisequences over G. If A E Bk, C £ 5m, then AC £

Bk+m is defined by AC = A(0) - ■ -A(k - 1) C(0) • • -C(m - 1). For x an
element of Bk, X, or ß, we will denote by x(j,m) the zw-block x(J)x(j + 1)

• • • x(j + m - 1). If A £ Bm and x is an element of Bk, X, or ß, we say A

appears in x if for some/, x(j,m) = A. If A £ Bk, let L(A) = k. Finally, if

g £ G, we shall use og to denote the function from any of the sets Bk, X, or ß

to itself defined by

og(A)(j) = A(j) + g.

Thus {og: g £ G} is a subgroup of order n of the group of permutations of

G.
Now if A E Bj, C E Bk, we define

A X C = oc(nyiocixy4 • • -oC(k-i)A E Bjk.
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We observe that the operation X is associative. For each integer t > 0, let X,

be an integer greater than 1 and let b, be an element of B^ such that if / > 1,

bt(0) = 0. Then we define an element x of X as follows:

x = b0X bxX ••- .

For each j > 0, let n, = XqXx • • -X„ and let c, = b0 X bx X • • • x bt, the initial

«,-block of x. We assume at this point that each of the sequences b, X bl+x x

• • • contains every symbol in G; we may therefore assume, by grouping some

of the b/s if necessary, that each block b, contains every symbol in G.

We let T: ß-»fi denote the shift transformation: (Ty)(k) = y(k + 1)

(v £ ß,fc E Z). At this point, using Lemma 1 and Proposition 2 of [11], we

assume x is nonperiodic, and we choose a fixed almost periodic point w £ ß

with u(k) = x(k) (k > 0). We denote by ß,,. the orbit-closure of <o under T;

then (ßx, T) is a symbolic minimal set. The sequence u is called a generalized

Morse sequence, and (tix,T) is called a generalized Morse minimal set.

In [11] the construction is somewhat more general in that the functions og

are elements of any group G of order n of permutations of the elements of G.

We shall need a combinatorial lemma which is proved in [11].

Lemma 1. For any t > 0, there exists k so that any k-block A of x has the

property that whenever A = x(j,k) = x(m,k), thenj = m (mod n¡).

An immediate consequence of Lemma 1 is the fact that for each /, every

point   v E ßx   has   a   unique   representation   in   the   form  y =

• • •og^cl)ogo(cí)ogt(c¡) ' • • ; or equivalently, for each t and each y E ß^, there

is a unique k (0 < k < nt) such that>>(& + jn,,nt) = og (ct) for every/ £ Z.

We may therefore define, for each / > 0 and each k satisfying 0 < k < n,,

D¿= {yEÜx:y(-k +/«„«,) = ^(c,) for each/ £ Z).

It may be seen that for each t, [D¿,D[,-.-, D'n _x) is a partition of Qx into

open-and-closed subsets, and

T(D,') = D,'+X   (i<n,-l);       T(D^_X) = D¿.

Moreover, it is clear that each og is a homeomorphism from ß^ onto itself

which commutes with T, and

og{D'k) = D'k      (t > 0,0 <k<n,).

If A is any subset of ß^, we will let lA denote the characteristic function of

A.

2. Strict ergodicity of generalized Morse minimal sets. In this section we

characterize those generalized Morse minimal sets which are strictly ergodic-

or equivalently, those generalized Morse sequences which are strictly transi-

tive. The analysis is based primarily upon a lemma concerning convolutions
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on finite Abelian groups, the statement of which requires some notation.

Let / be a nonnegative function on G. We shall denote by ¡of the number

\G\~l'2xeGf(x). (Here |G| represents the cardinality of G.) For any subgroup

H of G of index (G:H), f induces a function fH on the group G/H as

follows:

fH([x])=\H\-x2 f(x + h).
hSH

We let m(f,H) denote the maximum value offH, and we note that

(G:H)~xm(f,H) < f f.
JG

Now if / and g are functions on G, the convolution/ * g is defined by

/*g(x)=|Gf1 2 /(v)g(x-y).
y£G

The operation of convolution is commutative and associative, jçf * g =

(/c/X/cg), and we have, for any subgroup 77 of G,

(f*g)H=fH*gH-

Lemma 2 [12]. Let f0,fx,... be a sequence of functions on G satisfying f¡ > 0

aw¿ fcfi =1 (' > °)- Then the sequence f„ft * fl+xJt */,+, */,+2,... con-
verges to 1 for every t if and only if, for every proper subgroup 77 of G,

U((G:H)-xm(ft,H)) = 0.
i = 0

Remark. This is a special case of a more general result concerning

successive convolutions of probability measures on an arbitrary zero-dimen-

sional, compact, Abelian group. The statement in the general case must be

modified slightly, and details are given in [12].

We now apply Lemma 2 to the problem of strict ergodicity of the minimal

set (ß^r). For A E Bk, C £ 5,, let rc(A) = m/k, where m is the number of

appearances of C in A. In particular, for g E G, rg(A) is the frequency with

which the symbol g appears in ^4. If y £ A' and C E BJt we let rc(y) =

limA-oorc(^(^'^))' whenever this limit exists. Clearly, the limit exists if and

only if all the limits limA_00rc(y(z*,/c)) exist and are equal; we say rc(y) exists

uniformly if these limits exist uniformly in z. The sequence y is strictly

transitive if and only if, for every block A appearing in y, rA(y) exists

uniformly.

Lemma 3 [13]. ($lx,T) is strictly ergodic if and only if x = b0X bxX ••• is

strictly transitive.

Now for each t > 0, define/, on G by
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Si(g) = nrg(bt).

Then/ > 0 and [qS, = 1, and it may be verified that

0) f, */,+ i * • • •   *fl+k(g) = nrg(b, X bl+x X ■ ■ ■ X bl+k).

With notation as above, we have the following:

Theorem 4. (ß^, T) is strictly ergodic i/ and only i/, /or every proper subgroup

HofG, ^0((G:H)-xm(S„H)) = 0.

Remark. If G = Z2, then H = {0} is the only proper subgroup, and the

statement reduces to Lemma 3 of [5].

The theorem follows from Lemmas 2 and 3 and the following.

Lemma 4.1. x is strictly transitive ¡Sand only '/rg(o/+1 X bt+2 X •••) = l/n

Sor every g E G and t > 0.

Proof. Suppose this condition is satisfied; let A be any w-block appearing

in x, and let e > 0. We wish to show that for sufficiently large p, any two

/?-blocks £ and £ of x satisfy \rA(E) - rA(F)\ < e. We may choose / and k0

so large that if C is any block of x of the form

C - Cxogi(ct) • ■ ■ ojc,)^       (0 < L(CX ),L(C2) <n„k> k0),

then

\>a(C) ~ k-x(rA(ogi(ct)) +•■■ + rA(ogt(c,)))\ < e/4.

Now since rg(bl+x X bl+2X • • •) = l/n for each g, we may choose j0 > k0

so that if/ > j0, then for anyy'-block D of bl+x x bl+2 x • ■ -,\rg(D) - l/n\

< e/4 for each g. Let £ be any/?-block of x, where/? > (j0 + 2)nr Then

E = Exogx(ct) • • • o^icJE»

where 0 < L(EX),L(E2) < n, and q > j0. On the one hand,

\rA(E) - q-x(rA(ogi(ct)) + • • • + ^(c,)))] < e/4;

on the other hand,

rl(rA(ogl(c,)) +-■-+ ^(c,))) - «"' 2 rA{og(ct))
«EG

<(e/4) 2 rA(og(ct)) < e/4.
gee

It follows that if £ and £ are both ^-blocks and p > (jQ + 2)nt, then

\rA(E)-rA(F)\<e.

Now suppose x is strictly transitive. It is sufficient to show that for g £ G,

rg(bx X b2 X • • •) = l/n. If this is not so, then for some g,h E G and e > 0,

we may assume that for each s,
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\rg(bx X b2 X ■ • • X bs) - rh(bx X • • • X bs)\ > e,

Choose /, using Lemma 1, so that whenever x(p, nt) = x(q, nt), then p — q

(mod n0). Let A = {C £ 5^: C(0) = g, C = x(knQ,n¡) for some k). For any

/zz-block D, denote by rA(D) the sum 2Ce^rc(-^)- Then because of the way

we have chosen t, we see that for any 5 > 0,

\rA(ct) - nöxrg(bx X ■ - - X bs)\ < 8,

and therefore

K<K-/,te)) - nöxr„(bx X • - • X bs)\ < 8,

for sufficiently large s. Now since x is strictly transitive, \rA(cs) -

rA(ag-h(cs))\ can De made arbitrarily small by choosing s sufficiently large;

but since

\rg(bx X • • • x bs) - rh(bx X • • • X b,)\ > e,

we obtain a contradiction by choosing 5 sufficiently small. (Q.E.D.)

3. The spectrum of (®X,T). For the remainder of the paper, we assume that

the sequence x = b0 X bx x • • • is strictly transitive and that w is a fixed

extension of x as before. Let mx be the unique T-invariant Borel probability

measure on ß^. Then if C £ Bk, and A = {y £ ß^: y(t,k) = C},mx(A) is

given by the formula mx(A) = rc(x). Since rc(x) = r0 (C)(x) for every g £ G,

each of the maps o^: Qx -» Qx is measure-preserving.

We now consider the unitary operator (also denoted by T) on L2(Slx,mx)

induced by T. Suppose that the finite Abelian group G is isomorphic to the

direct product of cyclic groups

G = Zmi X Zmi X • • • X Z^,

so that zm,zm2 - ' - mk — n. We denote by g¡ the element (0,..., 0,1,0,..., 0)

of G, where 1 is in the z'th coordinate. In addition, let a, = e(l/m¡) =

e\p(2m/m¡), and for 0 < / < m¡ - 1, let

A(zy)={/£7,2:/°°& = «//•}•

Now for g = (JXJ2, ...,jk)EG, let

rs = A(ijx) n A(2/2) n • • • n A(kjk).

Since each og commutes with T, each Tg is a T-invariant subspace, and it is

not difficult to verify that L^ß^.zw^) may be decomposed into the direct sum

L\Qx,mx) =  © Tg.

It is also clear that if / E Tg, f E Th, and ff E L2, then ff £ Tg+h. We
denote by T the subspace T = ©-^r .
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Theorem 5. For each t > 0, e(l/n,) is an eigenvalue oS T corresponding to

the continuous eigenfunction ft = 2yCoeOIwr)l d t belonging to T0. T has pure

point spectrum on T0, and the eigenvalue group of T on T0 is

A = {e(j/n,): t > 0, 0 < / < «,}.

Proof. In the case G — Z2, this is a combination of Theorems 5 and 6 of

[5]; the proofs given there hold in the general case with only minor changes.

(Q.E.D.)
Let/? be a prime factor of n. We denote by Fp the set

Fp = { g E G: p\m whenever mg = 0}.

It is easy to see that G \ {0} = U Fp, where the union is over all prime

factors/? of«.

Lemma 6. Let p be a prime factor of n, and let g E Fp. If there is an

eigenfunction for T in Tg, then for some t, e(l/(pn¡)) is an eigenvalue of T

corresponding to an eigenfunction in Th,for some h E Fp, andp \Xsfor s > t.

Proof. Let Tf = 9f, where / E Tg and g £ Fp. By taking an appropriate

multiple of g, and raising/ to that power, we may assume rg = 0 if and only

if p\r. Since f £ T0, we have i'eA (and 9 E A), so that 9 = e(s/(pn,)) for

some t > 0, where/?\s. Choose integers u and v so that us + vp = 1. Then

p\u, and therefore if h = ug, then h £ £. Now e(vp/(pn¡)) E A, and

therefore e(l/(pnt)) is an eigenvalue corresponding to /" £ Th. If p\Xs for

some s > t, then by writing ns = n,Xsk, we see that e(l/(pn,)) = e(Xsk/(pns))

E A; but this is impossible, because the eigenvalue e(l/(pn,)) is simple.

(Q.E.D.)

Corollary 7. ISp\XsSor infinitely many s, then Thas continuous spectrum on

Tgfor every g £ Fp. If every prime factor of n divides infinitely many \'s, then

T has continuous sepctrum on T.

Proof. The first statement is clear. The second follows from the fact that if

/ = S^o-4 is an eigenfunction for T and fig £ Tg, then each nonzero Sg is

also an eigenfunction. (Q.E.D.)

Lemma 8. For a prime Sactor p ofn, theSollowing statements are equivalent.

(a) There is an eigenfunction in Tgfor some g £ £.

(b) e(l/(pn,)) is an eigenvalue for some t, with p\Xs for s > t.

(c) e(l/p) is an eigenvalue for Ty on (Qy,Ty), where y = bt+x X bl+2 X • • •

for some t, andp \ Xs for s > t.

(d) There is an eigenfunction for Ty in the subspace Tg of L2(ßy,my), for some

y as in (c) and some g £ Fp.
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Proof. We have already seen that (a) implies (b); for the converse, we note

that e(l/(pnt)) E A, since p\Xf for s > t. If e(l/(pn¡)) corresponds to the

eigenfunction/, then we may assume/ £ Tg for some g. It follows that g¥=0,

that f £ r0, and therefore that g E Fp. (c) and (d) are equivalent by an

almost identical argument. It remains to verify that (b) and (c) are equivalent.

Suppose e(l/(/?«,)) is an eigenvalue corresponding to/ E Tg, where g E Fp

andp\Xs for s > t. Let y = bl+x X bt+2 X • • • . Then we define «p: ß^ -»

D¿hy

xb(z)(ini,n,) = ozU)(c,).

u> is an isomorphism from the strictly ergodic set (iïy,Ty,my) to (D¿,T"; n,mx)

(where n,mx is the suitably normalized restriction of mx to D¿); and i//

commutes with oh for every h. Now if /, denotes the restriction of / to D'0,

then/j is an eigenfunction for T"> corresponding to the eigenvalue e(l/p).

Therefore,/, ° ^ is an eigenfunction for Ty corresponding to e(l/p).

Conversely, if/, is an eigenfunction for Ty corresponding to e(l/p), and

/, £ Tg for some g £ Fp, then/ = /, ° \b~x, defined on D'Q, is an eigenfunc-

tion for T"> with eigenvalue e(l/p). If we extend this function inductively to a

function/defined on ßx = D'Q u D[ U • • • U D^_x by the formula

S(Tz) = e(\/(pn,))S(z),

then/ E Tg and TJ = e(l/(jm,))J. (Q.E.D.)

Corollary 9. Suppose p \XS for s > t. Let y = bl+x X bl+2 X • • • . Then

T has continuous spectrum on TgSor every g E Fp if and only if the same is true

Sor Ty.

It follows that in analyzing the spectrum of T on Tg for g £ í¡,, we may

restrict ourselves to the case in which/? \Xs(s > 0).

Lemma 10. Let p be a prime Sactor of n, with p\\(t>0). Then T has

continuous spectrum on Tg Sor every g E Fp if and only if Tp is ergodic with

respect to mx.

Proof. If there is an eigenfunction in Tg for some g £ Fp, then sincep\Xs

for any s, there is an eigenfunction/in Th, for some h E Fp, with eigenvalue

e(l/p). Thus TpS = /, and therefore Tp cannot be ergodic.

If Tp is not ergodic, then there is a T'-invariant set A c$lx with 0 <

mx(A) < 1. Let

J=lA + e(l/p)lT(A) +..- +e(l- l/p)lT,-y,Ay

Then TJ = e(l/p)j. If we can show that/is not identically zero, then since

e(l/p) E A, it will follow that there is an eigenfunction in Tg for some

g E Fp. Now since A is not T-invariant, mx(T(A) \ A) > 0. But from the fact
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that e(l/p), e(2/p),... ,e(l - l/p) are linearly independent over the ra-

tionals (which is true since p is prime), we conclude that /is never zero on the

setT(/4)\/l.(Q.E.D.)

Theorem 11. T has continuous spectrum on T if and only if, for every prime

factorp of n, eitherp\Xs for infinitely many s, or, for some t with p\Xs for s > t,

Ty° is ergodic, where y = ¿(+1 X bt+2 X • • •  .

Proof. This is a result of combining Lemmas 6 through 10.(Q.E.D.)

Lemma 12. For any p > 2, Tp is strictly ergodic if and only if Tp is ergodic

with respect to the measure mx.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 7 of [5].(Q.E.D.)

The problem of determining when T has continuous spectrum on T has

now been reduced to the problem of finding, for a prime factor p of zz, a

condition which is necessary and sufficient for Tp to be strictly ergodic, under

the assumption thatp|Xf (s > 0). In order to describe this condition, we

require some definitions and new notation.

Letp be a prime factor of zz. For C E Bk, g E G, and 0 < / < p - 1, we

let

rgJ(C) = k _1card{w :C(u) = g,u =/(modp)}.

Then clearly,

2 rgJ(C) = rg(C).

If C E Bk, D £ Bm, and k = d (modp), with d ¥= 0, then the following is
easily verified:

(1)   rgj(C X D) = S K*(C)zv,m(Z>): e + f = g, k + dm =/(modp)}.

Now let G' = G X Zp, and for each t > 0, define an automorphism ¿>,:

G' -* G' as follows:

*,(gj) = (g>Kb)
(where \~l refers to the inverse in the field Zp, which exists by our assump-

tion that p\ X,). Let

*»,*-*» °*«+i ° • • •   ° <*>«+*•

Then

$t,k(gJ) = (g>(AA+i • • • \+k)~lJ)-

For each t > 0, define iz, on C by

u,(gj) = nprgj(bt).
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Then from (1), we have

(2) "/ * ("z+i ° *,)(8J) = «Prsj{b, X bl+i),

and, in general,

(3) «/ * ("/+i ° $/,o) * • ' •  * (u,+k ° $a-i)U,7')

= nprgJ(b, X • • - X ô,+*).

In order to apply Lemma 2, we define, for any subgroup 77 of G',

n# = *,ÂH)-

Otherwise, notation is as in Lemma 2.

Lemma 13. Suppose p is a prime factor of n, andp\Xs (s > 0). Then Tp is

strictly ergodic if and only if, for every proper subgroup HofG'= G X Zp,

lim((G':H)-J-xm(u0,H)m(ux,Hnfi) ■ ■ ■ /«(h,,770,_,)) - 0.

Proof. Using an argument almost identical to that in the proof of Theorem

4, we see that Tp is strictly ergodic if and only if rgJ(b, X bl+x X • • • ) =

l/(np) for every g E G,j E Zp,t > 0. By (3), this is equivalent to

(4) lim u, * (tz,+, ° $,)0) * • • •   * (ul+k ° $a_,) = 1     (t > 0).
J-* oo

If (4) holds for every t, then by looking at the case t = 0 and using Lemma 2,

we obtain, for any proper subgroup 77 of G',

lim ((G':H)-J-xm(u0,H)m(ux ° $>00,77) • • • m(Uj o *w.„ff))

- lim ((G':77)-^1zzz(zz0,77)zzz(M„770i0) • • • m(tz,,/70,_,)) = 0.

y-»oo

,/->oo

On the other hand, if this limit is 0 for every proper' subgroup, then for any

proper subgroup 77, and any t > 0, let 77' = $o7,'_i(77). We see that for

k > 0,H'0t+k = Htk. Therefore,

lim ((G':H)-k-xm(u„H)m(ul+x,Hlfi) • • • m(ut+k,HtJc_x)) = 0,

which implies, by Lemma 2, that

lim u, * (ut+l « $/0) * • • •  * (ul+k o $      ) = i.
«-»00

(Q.E.D.)
Finally, by combining Theorem 11 and Lemmas 12 and 13, we obtain:

Theorem 14. T has continuous spectrum on T if and only if, for every prime

factor p of n, either p\X, for infinitely many t, or (if p)(Xsfor s > t0),for every

proper subgroup 77 of G' = G X Zp,

lim ((G':77)-^-1m(H,o,77)zzz(M/o+„77/o,0) • • • m(u,o+j,Ht()J.x)) = 0.
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We now consider one special case in which the statement of the theorem is

simplified somewhat.

Let n = 2k for some k > 1; then since 2 is the only prime factor of «, it

follows that if every A, is odd, all the automorphisms d>, of G x Z2 are trivial.

We may therefore state the result as follows:

Corollary 15. Let n = 2k. T has continuous spectrum on T if and only if

either X, is even for infinitely many t or, for every proper subgroup H of

G' = G X Z2,

fl {(G':H)-xm(ut,H)) = 0.
r-0

In particular, if n = 2, there are four proper subgroups of Z2 x Z2: {(0,0)},

H = {(0,0),(0,1)}, K = {(0,0),(1,0)}, and L = {(0,0),(1,1)}. Since H, K, and L
all contain the trivial subgroup, we may restrict attention to these three. The

statement of Corollary 15 holds automatically for H and K: in the first case

because x is strictly transitive, in the second because each bt is assumed to

contain both 0 and 1, and therefore \m(ut,K) < 2/3. It is not hard to see

that the statement for the subgroup L is equivalent to condition (2) in

Theorem 9 of [5].

4. Examples. I. In the case b0 = bx = • • • = b, the sequence x may be

obtained from a substitution of constant length (see [10] for the definition).

As is observed in [11], for « = 2 every sequence arising from a simple

substitution can be obtained this way, while for n > 2 this is not the case.

(The terminology is that of [10]; for n = 2, these are usually known as

continuous substitutions.)

Michel [7] has shown that any substitution minimal set is strictly ergodic,

and Klein [6] obtained this result earlier for substitutions of constant length.

For substitution minimal sets which are generalized Morse minimal sets, this

is also easily derivable from our Theorem 4. We now consider what can be

said in light of Theorem 14 regarding the spectrum of such systems.

For n = 2, it is well known [1], and can be derived from [5], that in the case

¿0 = bx — ' • ' = b, T has continuous spectrum on T. In fact, this can be

obtained as a special case of the following result.

Theorem 16. If n is prime, and b0 — bx — • • ■ = b, then T has continuous

spectrum on T.

Proof. If n\L(b), the result is immediate from Theorem 14. We assume

L(b) = X (mod «), with À ̂  0. Then by Fermat's theorem A"-1 = 1 (mod n);

thus by writing x = B X B X • • • , where B is the (n - l)-fold product

b X b X • • • x 6, we may assume X = 1.
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The group G is cyclic, and every proper nonzero subgroup H of G' = Z„ x

Z„ is the cyclic group of order n generated by some element (ij). If either /' or

/ is 0, the subgroup automatically satisfies the condition in Theorem 14, and

it is therefore sufficient to consider subgroups H generated by (/, 1) for some

i i= 0. Since X - 1, all the functions <j>, are the identity on G'. Define

u(gj) = nrgj(b) ((gj) e G'). Then if T does not have continuous spectrum

on T, Theorem 14 implies that m(u,H) = 1 for some H as above; but

r00(b) ¥= 0 since ¿?(0) = 0, and thus

2    rgJ(b) = l.
(g¿)e//

If H = {(0,0),(/„l) • • • (/„_,,« - 1)}, this implies that b = DD • • • DO,
where D = 0/,i2 • • • /„_,. Now by writing x = (b X b) X (b X b) X • • • ,

applying the same argument, and noting that b x b begins with b, we obtain

b X b = DD ■ ■ ■ DO. Repeating this argument, we see that x must be

periodic, which is contrary to our assumption. (Q.E.D.)

For any nonprime n, it is possible to construct examples in which b0 = bx

= • • • = b and T fails to have continuous spectrum on T. We give an

example for n = 4.

Let G = Z4, and let b = 01032. Then

b x b = 01032 12103 01032 30321 23210,

etc. It can easily be seen that x(i) is even if and only if / is even. Thus if we

define

A = {y ESix:y(0)iseven},      A' = tix\A,

the function / = lA - lA. satisfies Tj = — J; since -1 E A, / E T. (It can

also be verified that the condition in Corollary 15 fails for the subgroup H of

Z4 x Z2 generated by (1,1).)

II. For our final example, again we take G = Z4. Let b0 = 33031, bx =

01332, b2 - 02122, b3 = 03312, Z?4 = 00102, and bk - bk+4 (k > 1). Then it is

clear that (ß^, T) is strictly ergodic by Theorem 4. To verify that T has

continuous spectrum on T, it is sufficient to consider the subgroups Hx and

H2 of Z4 x Z2, where Hx is generated by (1,1) and H2 = {0,2} x Z2. It can

be verified that the condition in Corollary 15 is satisfied.

If we identify the sequence x with a sequence v on the four symbols 2,4,6,8

by the rule 0 -» 2, 1 -> 4, 2 -> 8, 3 -» 6, then it can be shown that v is the

sequence constructed by Kakutani [4, Example 2]. There it is constructed

from the formula

y(k) = the last nonzero digit in the decimal expansion of &! (k > 2).

Thus our Theorems 4 and 14 generalize Theorem 3 and a portion of Theorem

4 of [4].
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